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A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-821 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Solaris 11
System Administration exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you’ll find
challenging practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you’ve learned. This
authoritative resource will help you pass the test and will serve as your essential on-the-job reference. Get
complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-821, including: Installing Oracle Solaris 11 Managing boot
environments Understanding ZFS and other Oracle Solaris file systems Securing systems and files Managing
users, groups, and processes Administering the Services Management Facility (SMF) Configuring additional
storage Adding and updating Oracle Solaris software Monitoring the system with logging Administering process
and kernel crash data Managing network resources Administering Oracle Solaris Zones Electronic content
includes: Two practice exams with detailed answers and explanations
A comprehensive guide from Oracle experts, that will act as your single point of reference for building an Oracle
BI 12c system that turns data in actionable insight. About This Book Come, start your first Oracle Business
intelligence system and excel in BI with this exhaustive guide An all-encompassing guide for your Oracle
business intelligence needs Learn from the self-paced professional guidance and implement Oracle business
intelligence using this easy-to-follow guide by our experts Who This Book Is For If your job includes working on
data, improving the financial or operational performance of your organization or you are a consultant for the
above, then this book is for you. If you have been placed on a business intelligence project, then this book is for
you. If you are the Project Manager, Business Analyst or Data Scientist then this book is for you. If you are an
end user of Oracle Business Intelligence, then this book is for you too. Having a basic understanding of
databases and the use of Business Intelligence is expected, but no knowledge of Oracle BI is required. What You
Will Learn Install OBIEE in Windows, including how to create the underlying Weblogic Application server and
the required database Build the BI system repository, the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of
Oracle BI Develop effective analysis, draw out meaning from the data, and present it to end users on interactive
dashboards Build pixel-perfect, printable reports using the embedded BI Publisher feature Build agents for
actionable insight and enable your users to act on Business Intelligence at their desktop or on the move
Understand the various aspects of securing the Oracle BI system, from data restrictions to whole dashboard
access rights Get acquainted with the system management tools and methods available for the continuous
improvement of your system In Detail Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) 12c is packed full
of features and has a fresh approach to information presentation, system management, and security. OBIEE can
help any organization to understand its data, to make useful information from data, and to ensure decisionmaking is supported by facts. OBIEE can focus on information that needs action, alerting users when conditions
are met. OBIEE can be used for data analysis, form production, dashoarding, and workflow processes. We will
introduce you to OBIEE features and provide a step-by-step guide to build a complete system from scratch. With
this guide, you will be equipped with a good basic understanding of what the product contains, how to install and
configure it, and how to create effective Business Intelligence. This book contains the necessary information for
a beginner to create a high-performance OBIEE 12c system. This book is also a guide that explains how to use an
existing OBIEE 12c system, and shows end users how to create. Style and approach This book will take you from
one feature to another in a step-by-step manner and will teach how you can create effective business intelligence
using Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition. You will be taught how to create BI solutions and
dashboards from scratch. There will be multiple modules in the book, each module spread in chapters, that will
cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic manner.
This cookbook has recipes written in simple, easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and insightful
tips and hints. If you are an Oracle Database Administrator, Security Manager or Security Auditor looking to
secure the Oracle Database or prevent it from being hacked, then this book is for you. This book assumes you
have a basic understanding of security concepts.
Ramp Up Your PL/SQL Programming Skills Master PL/SQL through the hands-on exercises, extensive examples,
and real-world projects inside this Oracle Press guide. Filled with best practices, Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL
Programming Workbook covers all the latest features and enhancements of the language. Mastery checks at the
end of each chapter reinforce the material covered, and sample code from the book is available for download.
Even experienced Oracle professionals will benefit from this practical resource. Understand the Oracle
development architecture and the mechanics of connections Work with data types, structures, blocks, cursors,
and PL/SQL semantics Write, deploy, and use functions, procedures, and packages Manage transactions and
more Use dynamic SQL statements in real-world applications Support online transaction processing and data
warehousing applications with external tables Find syntax samples and best practices to solve problems Write,
deploy, and use object types For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com
Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c), Oracle’s newest and fully-integrated enterprise management product, now
provides a complete cloud lifecycle management solution and enterprise environment management interface.
Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c opens up the secrets of this incredible management tool, saving you time
while enhancing your visibility as someone management can rely upon to deliver reliable database service in
today’s increasingly chaotic and change-driven IT environment. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c covers all
the topics you demand and need to function effectively, from basic monitoring and configuration to advanced
metric extensions and plugins. Real-life scenarios and demonstrations place you in the comfort zone of using the
EM12c console, and the experienced author team provides deep understanding of the inner workings of this new
Enterprise Manager. Database administrators and system administrators are expected to offer increasing levels
of service for 24X7 systems and newer cloud environments. Em12c offers robust, end-to-end intelligent
management of the complete environment. It includes direct, real-time integration with Oracle’s online
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knowledgebase. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c helps you master this important tool and manage any
challenge that comes your way. Provides example solutions to everyday problems through EM12c features.
Explains the changes in EM12c, included trusted extensions. Focuses on advanced aspects of the EM12c
interface.
Oracle Business Intelligence
Java WebSocket Programming
Oracle Soa Suite Performance Tuning Cookbook
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook
Installation and Administration
A complete guide to building EJB 3.0 database persistent applications with Oracle Fusion
Middleware 11g tools with this book and eBook.
This book is written in simple, easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and step-bystep explanations. If you are a BPM developer, looking to develop robust BPM solutions without
impediments, then this is the best guide for you. This book assumes that you have a fundamental
knowledge of BPM.
Presenting programming strategies and best practices for seamlessly operating between Oracle and
MySQL platforms; this Oracle Press guide will show you how to migrate databases; port SQL
dialects; work with Oracle MySQL databases; and configure effective queries. -This is a practical guide with step-by step instructions for enhancing your application of
Oracle BI Publisher 11g for enterprise reporting. If you are an Oracle BI Publisher 11g end
user, be it a report developer, business analyst or consultant, this book is for you. You should
have good knowledge of general reporting practices and XML/XSL programming, though experience of
using BI/XML publisher is not essential.
The official study guide for the entry-level Oracle Certified Associate exam for Java
Programmers—fully updated for Java SE 8 Confidently prepare for the OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I
exam with this thoroughly revised, up-to-date guide from Oracle Press. Featuring step-by-step
exercises, comprehensive chapter self-tests, and two complete downloadable practice exams, this
volume provides an integrated, easy-to-follow study system based on a proven methodology. OCA
Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide (Exam 1Z0-808) offers the most complete and in-depth coverage
of all of the exam objectives, and also serves as an essential on-the-job reference for Java
developers. You’ll have access to a total of more than 250 challenging practice questions that
precisely mirror the content of the live exam—no other guide on the market provides the same
level of accuracy and detail. Questions accurately simulate the type and style of questions
found on the actual test Includes special “Exam Watch,” “Inside the Exam,” and “On the Job”
sections Downloadable MAC and PC compatible test engine includes two complete practice exams
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133
Oracle Data Integrator 11g Cookbook
OCA Oracle Solaris 11 System Administration Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-821)
EJB 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g
Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration Handbook
Oracle Big Data Handbook

A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground
running About This Book Understand core administrative tasks such as deployments,
purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, and backup and recovery Manage, monitor,
and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services Follow step-by-step instructions to
easily and quickly install a highly available two-node cluster Who This Book Is For With
topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex, this book is intended for novice, midlevel, and experienced administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as
Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the
product. What You Will Learn Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control
Monitor and manage the Oracle SOA Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and promote code
Monitor and manage services Configure and administer the environment Manage the
dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c
infrastructure Set up backups, recovery, and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite
12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on the market today that is
used for building applications based on service-oriented architecture. With the vast
number of features and capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous
complexities and challenges for administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's
Guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to effectively manage
and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions, from deployments, to
monitoring, to performance tuning, and much, much more. Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot
SOA composites and OSB services from a single product set. Understand core administrative
activities such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, backup, and
recovery. Also learn about new features such as Oracle Enterprise Scheduler, lazy
loading, work manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach Presented
in a reference guide format where chapters can be read in any sequence, this book
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explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation specifics, detailing
the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that involve Oracle
SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips, instructions, and
examples that you can easily follow and execute.
This is a Cookbook with interesting, hands-on recipes, giving detailed descriptions and
lots of practical walkthroughs for boosting the performance of your Oracle SOA Suite.This
book is for Oracle SOA Suite 11g administrators, developers, and architects who want to
understand how they can maximise the performance of their SOA Suite infrastructure. The
recipes contain easy to follow step-by-step instructions and include many helpful and
practical tips. It is suitable for anyone with basic operating system and application
server administration experience.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with
the product. Master Oracle Database 12c Release 2 Real Application Clusters with this
comprehensive, fully updated guideNow you can maintain a dynamic enterprise computing
infrastructure with expert instruction from an Oracle ACE. Oracle Database 12c Release 2
Real Application Clusters Handbook: Concepts, Administration, Tuning, and Troubleshooting
has been thoroughly revised and updated to cover the latest tools and features. Find out
how to prepare your hardware, deploy Oracle Real Application Clusters, and integrate
seamless failover protection. Troubleshooting, performance tuning, and application
development are also discussed in this comprehensive Oracle Press guide.• Install and
configure Oracle Database 12c Release 2 Real Application Clusters• Configure and manage
disk groups using Oracle Automatic Storage Management• Work with services, voting disks,
and Oracle Clusterware repository• Diagnose performance problems with Oracle Wait
Interface• Look under the hood of Cache Fusion and Global Resource Directory operations•
Explore the internal workings of backup and recovery in Oracle Real Application Clusters•
Employ workload balancing and Transparent Application Failover• Troubleshoot Oracle
Clusterware using advanced diagnostics• Develop custom Oracle Real Application Clusters
applications
Using real life problems and simple solutions this book will make any issue seem small.
WebLogic Server books can be a bit dry but Dalton keeps the tone light and ensures no
matter how complex the problem you always feel like you have someone right there with you
helping you along. This book is ideal for those who know the basics of WebLogic but want
to dive deeper and get to grips with more advanced topics. So if you are a datacenter
operator, system administrator or even a Java developer this book could be exactly what
you are looking for to take you one step further with Oracle WebLogic Serv.
Install, configure, and deploy Java EE applications with Oracle WebLogic Server using the
Administration Console and command line using this book and eBook.
Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Architecture and Management
Oracle SOA Suite 11g R1 Developer's Guide
Oracle GoldenGate 11g Handbook
Oracle WebLogic Server 11gR1 PS2
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Advanced Administration Cookbook
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications
Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c is a fast-paced and feature-packed book, designed to get you working with Java EE 6, JDK 7 and Oracle
WebLogic Server 12c straight away, so start developing your own applications.Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's Guide is
written for developers who are just getting started, or who have some experience, with Java EE who want to learn how to develop for and use Oracle
WebLogic Server. Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's Guide also provides a great overview of the updated features of the 12c
release, and how it integrates Java EE 6 and JDK 7 to remove boilerplate code.
Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration HandbookMcGraw Hill Professional
A fast track guide to uncovering the analytical power of Oracle Business Intelligence: Analytic SQL, Oracle Discoverer, Oracle Reports, and Oracle
Warehouse Builder with this book and eBook.
"Cowritten by members of Oracle's big data team, [this book] provides complete coverage of Oracle's comprehensive, integrated set of products for
acquiring, organizing, analyzing, and leveraging unstructured data. The book discusses the strategies and technologies essential for a successful big data
implementation, including Apache Hadoop, Oracle Big Data Appliance, Oracle Big Data Connectors, Oracle NoSQL Database, Oracle Endeca, Oracle
Advanced Analytics, and Oracle's open source R offerings"--Page 4 of cover.
This textbook will assist you in learning and using one of the most exciting software environments available today, namely the Oracle BI Enterprise Edition
data analytics suite and the Oracle Fusion Middleware WebLogic Server. Within this textbook you will learn: About the architecture and internal components
of the Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) Enterprise Edition (EE) data analytics suite (OBIEE); Important concepts regarding the Oracle WebLogic Server
application server middleware platform, the platform to which the Oracle BI suite is deployed; This textbook will guide you through the process of creating
an installation of Oracle BI and the WebLogic Server on either a Linux/Unix or an MS Windows host system. Using this workshop setup, you will be able to
complete the exercises presented in the other textbooks from the Sideris Oracle Fusion Middleware curriculum. And of course, having a working Enterprise
Edition of the Oracle BI suite will also allow you to begin real-world production work for your organization; You will receive an introduction to
administration of the Oracle WebLogic Server, the Oracle BI Server and Oracle BI Presentation Services; How to manage analytic content created by users
and stored within the Oracle BI Presentation Catalog. Topics include managing permissions, private folders, shared folders, and archiving objects for use in
other BI installations; How to access and use administration tools to perform basic BI management tasks. Such tools include the Oracle WebLogic Server
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Administration Console, the Oracle Enterprise Manager with the Fusion Middleware Control, the Oracle BI Administration tool and the Oracle BI Catalog
Manager. You will learn how to add new BI users as well as manage their privileges.
Oracle Database 11g and MySQL 5.5 Developer Handbook
The definitive guide.
Expert Oracle GoldenGate
A Comprehensive Certification Guide
Practical Oracle E-Business Suite
Oracle 11g Anti-Hacker's Cookbook
Combine high volume data movement, complex transformations and real-time data integration with the
robust capabilities of ODI in this practical guide.
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration Maintain a highperformance enterprise application framework using the detailed information in this authoritative
resource. Through expert instruction and real-world examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration
Handbook fully explains the latest management tools and techniques. Learn how to work from the Oracle
WebLogic Server Administration Console or command line, configure servers and clusters, deploy
applications, and optimize application performance. Tuning, troubleshooting, and load balancing are
thoroughly covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform an upgrade
Manage domains, server instances, networks, and virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool
feature and Node Manager Build custom network channels and resource adapters Monitor performance with
the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework feature Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic Server Work
Managers Configure Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers and services Deploy web applications,
Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Establish security realms and authenticate and authorize users
Allocate memory, optimize throughput, and tune the Java Virtual Machine
The book uses a concise and practical approach to take you through all the steps necessary to create,
run, and analyze your own Network Simulations.This book is ideal for anyone wishing to quickly get to
grips with Network Simulation whether you're an expert in networks or just a beginner. It is perfect for
all network engineers and administrators who wish to emulate networks using OMNet++ as a preparation for
building the actual network.
Develop Service-Oriented Architecture Solutions with the Oracle SOA Suite with this book and eBook
Developed as a practical book, "Oracle Database 11g Administration I Certification Guide" will show you
all you need to know to effectively excel at being an Oracle DBA, for both examinations and the real
world. This book is for anyone who needs the essential skills to become an Oracle DBA, pass the Oracle
Database Administration I exam, and use those skills in the real world to manage secure, high
performance, and highly available Oracle databases.
WebLogic & BI Server Architecture & Installation
Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g
Oracle SOA Governance 11g Implementation
Managing Oracle Fusion Applications
Installing and configuring Oracle forms and reports 11g for development environments.
Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL Programming Workbook
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Administer a fully integrated application management framework across your enterprise using the detailed
information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Managing Oracle Fusion Applications first explains key principles and then logically groups
utilities into practical, ready-to-use toolboxes. Learn how to build lifecycle models, deliver dynamic business intelligence, optimize
performance, mitigate risk, and integrate the latest Web 2.0 and social networking features. Compliance, security, and testing techniques are
also covered in this comprehensive resource. Understand the components and architecture of Oracle Fusion Applications Plan, develop, and
implement an effective application management plan Resolve reliability issues with Oracle Enterprise Manager Configure and deploy
applications from the Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console Adjust run-time parameters using Java Management Extensions and
MBeans Generate and distribute reports using Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Establish solid user authentication, access control, and data
protection policies Work with Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance Intelligence
Master All Aspects of Oracle Fusion Middleware Management Govern a unified platform for agile, intelligent business applications using the
detailed information contained in this Oracle Press book. Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Architecture and Management explains the entire
suite of Oracle Fusion Middleware components and lays out core use cases, best practices, and step-by-step administrative instructions.
Discover how to provision servers and clusters, configure Web services, manage portals, and optimize the performance of the full stack of
Oracle Fusion Middleware components. Monitoring, diagnosing, and security are also covered in this definitive resource. Understand key
architectural concepts behind Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Create and deploy Oracle WebLogic Server domains and clusters Set up and
manage applications built using Oracle Application Development Framework Maximize the value of your Oracle SOA Suite environments
Manage portals and Enterprise 2.0 services from Oracle WebCenter Secure deployments with Oracle Platform Security Services and Oracle
Identity Management Understand Oracle Exalogic and Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder
Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the new release, EBS 12.2. This hands-on, real-world guide
explains the rationale for using an Oracle E-Business Suite environment in a business enterprise and covers the major technology stack
changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2. You will learn to build up an EBS environment from a simple single-node installation to a
complex multi-node high available setup. Practical Oracle E-Business Suite focuses on release R12.2, but key areas in R12.1 are also
covered wherever necessary. Detailed instructions are provided for the installation of EBS R12.2 in single and multi-node configurations, the
logic and methodology used in EBS patching, and cloning of EBS single-node and complex multi-node environments configured with RAC.
This book also provides information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as performance tuning and EBS 12.2 on engineered system
implementations. What You Will Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle EBS software and the underlying technology stack
componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 in simple and HA complex setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse
online patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle EBS patchesbr/liliClone an EBS environment in simple and complex
configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle EBS in all layers (Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho
This Book Is For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p Developers, data architects, and data scientists looking to integrate the most successful big data open
stack architecture and how to choose the correct technology in every layer
Master the Configuration and Administration of Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Oversee a robust, highly available environment for your missioncritical applications using the expert information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration Handbook explains
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the latest management techniques for the de facto application server for Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g> and provides detailed examples and
best practices. Find out how to use the Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console feature, employ command-line and scripting tools,
implement failover and migration capabilities, and generate reliable backups. Troubleshooting, tuning, and security procedures are also
covered in this comprehensive resource. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 11g or upgrade from a previous version Configure domains, servers,
clusters, custom networks, and virtual hosts Work with the Administration Console and Monitoring Dashboard features of Oracle WebLogic
Server Use the WebLogic Scripting Tool (WLST) feature of Oracle WebLogic Server to manage and monitor domains Use the Oracle
WebLogic Server Work Managers feature to optimize scheduled work Deploy Web applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE
modules Improve scalability and reliability using Oracle WebLogic Server clusters Monitor servers, tune the Java Virtual Machine, maximize
throughput, and optimize performance Authenticate, authorize, and map users within defined security realms
Master Oracle GoldenGate 11g Enable highly available, real-time access to enterprise data in heterogeneous environments. Featuring handson workshops, Oracle GoldenGate 11g Handbook shows you how to install, configure, and implement this high-performance application.
You’ll learn how to replicate data across Oracle databases and other platforms, including MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server, and perform
near-zero-downtime migrations and upgrades. Monitoring, performance tuning, and troubleshooting are also discussed in this Oracle Press
guide. Install and configure Oracle GoldenGate Implement Oracle GoldenGate one-way replication Configure multitarget and cascading
replication Use bidirectional replication to build a heterogeneous database infrastructure Secure your environment, control and manipulate
data, and prevent errors Configure Oracle GoldenGate for Oracle Clusterware and Oracle Real Application Clusters Use Oracle GoldenGate
with MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server Perform near-zero-downtime upgrades and migrations Use Oracle GoldenGate Monitor and Oracle
GoldenGate Director Ensure data quality with Oracle GoldenGate Veridata Implement nondatabase integration options
An Implementation and Management Guide
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c
Administration Essentials
Oracle Service Bus 11g Development Cookbook
Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook
OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide (Exam 1Z0-808)

Expert Oracle GoldenGate is a hands-on guide to creating and managing complex data replication environments using the latest in
database replication technology from Oracle. GoldenGate is the future in replication technology from Oracle, and aims to be best-ofbreed. GoldenGate supports homogeneous replication between Oracle databases. It supports heterogeneous replication involving
other brands such as Microsoft SQL Server and IBM DB2 Universal Server. GoldenGate is high-speed, bidirectional, highlyparallelized, and makes only a light impact on the performance of databases involved in replication. The authors share their
experience in the form of tutorials on designing and implementing all types of Oracle GoldenGate environments. You’ll learn
methods for tuning Oracle GoldenGate performance. You’ll discover GoldenGate’s utility as a migration and extract, transform, load
(ETL) tool. You’ll learn to configure highly-available environments involving GoldenGate, Real Application Clusters, and Data
Guard. From installation to design to implementation and troubleshooting, Expert Oracle GoldenGate helps you master all aspects
of using and applying Oracle GoldenGate as the replication tool of choice in your environment. Explains all aspects of using
GoldenGate for replication Covers homogeneous, heterogeneous, and bidirectional replication Shows the use of GoldenGate for
data migration and extract, transform, load (ETL)
The book explains core concepts while providing real world implementation specifics, detailing the administration-related activities
with Oracle SOA Suite 11g with a step-by-step approach using real-world examples. The authors demonstrate the use of WLST
scripts that administrators can reuse and extend to perform most administration tasks such as deployments, tuning, migration, and
installation. If you are an Oracle SOA Suite administrator, WebLogic Server administrator, Database administrator, or developer that
needs to administer and secure your Oracle SOA Suite services and applications, then this book is for you. Basic knowledge of
Oracle SOA Suite Administration is beneficial, but not necessary.
The definitive guide for the Oracle and Forms 11G Developer to set up their work environment. The guide includes: Installation and
setup Virtualbox VMs, OS installation, Oracle Software Installation, webutil setup.
This cookbook is full of immediately useable recipes showing you how to develop service and message-oriented (integration)
applications on the Oracle Service Bus. In addition to its cookbook style, which ensures the solutions are presented in a clear stepby-step manner, the explanations go into great detail, which makes it good learning material for everyone who has experience in
OSB and wants to improve. Most of the recipes are designed in such a way that each recipe is presented as a separate, standalone
entity and reading of prior recipes is not required. The finished solution of each recipe is also made available electronically. If you
are an intermediate SOA developer who is using Oracle Service Bus to develop service and message-orientated applications on the
Oracle Service Bus, then this book is for you. This book assumes that you have a working knowledge of fundamental SOA concepts
and Oracle Service Bus.
Administer Oracle Identity Management: installation, configuration, and day-to-day tasks with this book and eBook.
Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g
Oca Oracle Database 11g Database Administration I
Oracle Database 12c Release 2 Real Application Clusters Handbook: Concepts, Administration, Tuning & Troubleshooting
Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
Professional Oracle WebLogic Server
The Condensed Guide to Analysis and Reporting

Master Application Development with Java WebSocket Build dynamic enterprise Web
applications that fully leverage state-of-the-art communication technologies. Written by the
leading expert on Java WebSocket programming, this Oracle Press guide offers practical
development strategies and detailed example applications. Java WebSocket Programming
explains how to design client/server applications, incorporate full-duplex messaging, establish
connections, create endpoints, handle path mapping, and secure data. You’ll also learn how to
encrypt Web transmissions and enrich legacy applications with Java WebSocket. Develop Web
applications using the Java WebSocket API Create and publish annotated and programmatic
endpoints Manage the lifecycle events of WebSocket endpoints Maintain reliable connections
across the endpoint lifecycle Manage synchronous and asynchronous messaging Define
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encoding and decoding strategies for complex messaging Configure message timeouts, size
limits, and exceptions Map message paths and route incoming URIs to Web containers Secure
data, authenticate users, and encrypt connections
Written as a practical Cookbook, the recipes in this essential guide will help you make the
most out of Oracle Data Integrator 11g.This book is meant for people who already possess a
basic understanding of Oracle Data Integrator and want to take it to the next level by learning
how to better leverage advanced ODI features and functionality as they continue to develop
and manage their data integration projects.
Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I
Exam 1Z0-133. This book is a unique introductory resource to the WebLogic Server
certification for new Oracle Fusion Middleware administrators and a valuable resource for
veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to update their skills for the 12c certification
topics. It is common sense that passing a certification exam requires a good command of the
subject matter, understanding the intricacies surrounding its practice, and having sufficient
experience working with the concepts. This book aims to accelerate the process by providing
an accurate review of all exam topics, suggesting hands-on practices to gain or reinforce
experience working with WebLogic Server, and introducing questions to help candidates
become familiar with the format and style of questions found on the actual certification exam.
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133 covers the associate level
certification with Oracle. Although not dedicated to exam 1Z0-599, the guide is also a valuable
foundational resource for those preparing for WebLogic Server 12c implementation specialist
level certification. This book: Inspects the certification topics in the order that you would
likely follow in an on-the-job middleware infrastructure project Is a great resource for
candidates preparing for the certification, who are unable to start with live or personallyassisted training Is a great starting point for those pursuing advanced Oracle WebLogic Server
certifications What You’ll Learn Cover all topics on the certification exam 1Z0-133 Become
familiar with the types and format of questions on the certification exam Understand and
properly describe Oracle WebLogic Server domains and clusters Install, configure, maintain,
and monitor Oracle WebLogic Server Deploy and manage applications on Oracle WebLogic
Server Discover how to use new administration features of Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Who
This Book Is For Certified Oracle WebLogic administrators seeking to update their Oracle
WebLogic Server credentials, as well as experienced WebLogic Server administrators seeking
to earn certification for the first time. Non-Oracle administrators seeking to earn a WebLogic
Server certification will also find this book useful.
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion
Applications suite in your on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing
administration of your Fusion environment. Author Tushar Thakker is widely known for his
writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion Applications, and now he brings his accumulated
wisdom to you in the form of this convenient handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion
Applications infrastructure is a daunting task. You’ll have to plan a suitable topology and
install the required database, an enterprise-wide identity management solution, and the
applications themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who may not always be
accustomed to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to success
that you won’t want to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications
provides excellent guidance on managing, monitoring, diagnostics, and troubleshooting your
environment. The book also covers patching, a mundane but essential task that must be done
regularly to keep your installation protected and running smoothly. The comprehensive and
wide-ranging coverage makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for anyone
with responsibility for installation and ongoing management of an Oracle Fusion Applications
installation.
Master Oracle WebCenter 11g Transform your organization into a personalized, user-focused
workplace using the detailed information in this comprehensive Oracle Press guide. Oracle
WebCenter 11g Handbook shows you how to build Enterprise 2.0 applications that facilitate
collaboration and foster innovation. You'll work with task flows and content systems, employ
social networking tools, develop portals and composite applications, and deploy runtime
customization. Debugging, security, and application tuning are also covered in this practical
resource. Develop, test, and deploy dynamic enterprise applications, portals, and portlets
Design data-backed rich Internet applications using Oracle JDeveloper 11g and Oracle
WebLogic Server Work with Oracle Content Server and Oracle Secure Enterprise Search
Customize applications at runtime using Oracle Composer and metadata services Use the
resource catalog to deliver personalized search results to end users Integrate RSS feeds,
forums, wikis, and blogs with Oracle WebCenter social computing services Implement the
latest Oracle Application Development Framework security tools Extend functionality using
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mashups, composite applications, and third-party add-ons Understand the Web 2.0 and portal
technologies behind Oracle Fusion Applications For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit
www.OraclePressBooks.com
A Real-World Certification Guide
Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's Cookbook
Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer’s Guide
Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide
A Practical Guide to Enterprise Reporting
Oracle Identity and Access Manager 11g for Administrators
Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic Server-from Oracle insiders If you're an experienced Java developer
who wants to expand your skills, Professional Oracle WebLogic Server is the perfect guide for you. This book is
written by a top-notch author team that that includes one of the lead architects from Oracle’s Fusion
Middleware Development Architects team. Follow their best practices, workarounds, and sound techniques and
confidently develop even the most mission-critical applications with WebLogic Server. This book fully covers
WebLogic Server 11g, including the new features of both JEE 5 and WebLogic Server, as well as JEE 5
annotations, Spring, JPA, JAX-WS, JMS Store-And-Forward, SAML support, and the WLST administrative
scripting tool. This book is the authoritative guide to Choosing a Web application architecture Best practices
for development and production environments Designing an Java EE application Building Enterprise
JavaBeans in WebLogic Server Building an EJB application Packaging and deploying WebLogic web
applications Developing and deploying web services Using WebLogic JMS Using WebLogic security
Administering and deploying applications in WebLogic Server Optimizing WebLogic Server performance
Build Rich, Customizable Enterprise 2.0 Applications
Oracle Soa Suite 11G Administrator's Handbook
Oracle BI Publisher 11g
A Hands-On Tutorial
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